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Effectively solving the problem of sketch generation, which aims to produce human-drawing-like
sketches from real photographs, opens the door for many vision applications such as sketch-based image
retrieval and non-photorealistic rendering. In this paper, we approach automatic sketch generation from
a human visual perception perspective. Instead of gathering insights from photographs, for the ﬁrst time,
we extract information from a large pool of human sketches. In particular, we study how multiple Gestalt
rules can be encapsulated into a uniﬁed perceptual grouping framework for sketch generation. We
further show that by solving the problem of Gestalt conﬂiction, i.e., encoding the relative importance of
each rule, more similar to human-made sketches can be generated. For that, we release a manually
labeled sketch dataset of 96 object categories and 7680 sketches. A novel evaluation framework is
proposed to quantify human likeness of machine-generated sketches by examining how well they can be
classiﬁed using models trained from human data. Finally, we demonstrate the superiority of our sketches
under the practical application of sketch-based image retrieval.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There exists plenty of prior work on sketch in computer vision,
from sketch recognition [1,2] to sketch-based image retrieval
(SBIR) [3,4]. Recently, sketch research has gained much momentum due to the proliferation of touch sensitive devices. Nonetheless, how to automatically produce sketches using machines as
humans do is still an open problem [1,5,6]. Solving this problem
importantly opens the door for many vision applications, especially for SBIR since better sketch conversion essentially closes the
domain gap between query sketches and gallery photographs.
This paper sets out to tackle the problem of sketch generation
via learning from established theories found in human visual
cognition studies. Human visual system is very powerful so that
we can easily ﬁnd sense from chaos. In Neuroscience, one of the
most critical problems is understanding how human brains
perceive visual objects. In particular, perceptual grouping, a concept introduced by the Gestalt school of psychologists [7], advocates that human perceives certain elements of the visual world as
going together more strongly than the others. Max Wertheimer, a
pioneer in the Gestalt school, pointed out the signiﬁcance of
perceptual grouping and further listed a series of rules, such as
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proximity, similarity and continuation [8]. His work has consequently triggered plenty of research speciﬁcally aimed at understanding human visual systems [9,10].
We treat sketch generation as a perceptual grouping and
ﬁltering task. Essentially, the underlying hypothesis is that perceptual grouping is able to ﬁnd sense from chaos therefore leaving only
signals corresponding to sketches of human resemblance. More
speciﬁcally, our choice of utilizing an elementary grouping process
for sketch generation is justiﬁed as follows: (i) sketches exhibit a
lack of visual cues (black and white drawing versus textured image
regions), making conventional vision algorithms sub-optimal, (ii)
sketch despite abstract (e.g., a stickman human ﬁgure) is very
iconic – it is often structural variations of strokes that capture
object appearance, last but not least, (iii) sketches are the simplest
form of depictions of human visual impressions that can be
rendered by hand, therefore act as ideal basis for applying/testing
theories found in human visual cognition [3].
Traditionally, applying perceptual grouping in vision applications incurs two critical design considerations: (i) how to combine
multiple Gestalt rules into a single globally optimized framework,
(ii) how to encode the relative importance of each rule. For the
former problem, although unary Gestalt principle has been proven
to be useful for contour grouping when used alone [11–13], very
few work [14] attempt to investigate how they can be exploited
jointly in a single framework. The latter problem, often referred as
Gestalt conﬂiction, remains unaddressed to date [7,15]. Despite
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being the subject of investigation in the ﬁelds of psychology, little
is known about how Gestalt conﬂiction work in human vision
systems [16], thus shedding little light on how to design a
computer vision system.
In this paper, we ﬁrst propose a uniﬁed grouping framework
that is able to work with multiple Gestalt principles simultaneously. We then show how Gestalt conﬂiction can be accounted
for by learning from a dataset of pre-segmented human sketches.
In particular, a multi-label graph-cuts [17–19] perceptual grouping
framework is developed to group stroke segments while utilizing
the learned importance of different Gestalt principles. It follows
that, upon generating sketch from photograph, the same learned
perceptual grouping framework can be used to form groups of
image boundary segments, which are further ﬁltered to produce
human-drawing-like sketches. More speciﬁcally, a learning to rank
strategy based on RankSVM [20] is proposed to learn the relative
importance between two Gestalt principles, namely proximity and
continuity. We learn from a subset of a large scale human-drawn
sketch dataset [1], where each sketch is pre-segmented into
semantic groups. The entire process of the proposed sketch
generation framework is shown in Fig. 1.
To evaluate the quality of automatically generated sketches, we
present a novel approach that recognizes them by sketch classiﬁers trained from human data. Prior works [5,21] evaluate sketching performance by comparing computer generated sketches with
tracings produced by humans. This evaluation strategy importantly does not account for likeness to human-made sketches
because (i) sketches are abstract depictions that are fundamentally
different from tracing of image boundaries, (ii) humans often
sketch without reference to real photographs of objects, (iii)
sketches exhibit much more intra-class variability, due to different
levels of drawing skills and individual visual impressions. By
measuring how well a human sketch classiﬁer [1] recognizes
machine-generated sketches, we essentially examine how closely
they resemble human-made ones. Our results show that the
sketches generated using our method outperform a number of
state-of-the-arts alternatives.
To further demonstrate the quality of our sketches, we demonstrate its effectiveness for SBIR. Experimental results conﬁrm a
positive performance boost on the largest SBIR dataset to date [4],
when compared with state-of-the-art alternatives. It importantly
shows that our sketch generation algorithm is able to bridge the
domain gap between sketches and natural images. As can be seen
from Fig. 2, the proposed sketch converter yields cleaner sketch
that matches better to the query when encoded using common
descriptor such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG).
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) We apply perceptual grouping as means for automated
sketch generation and propose a learning to rank strategy to learn
the relative importance among two Gestalt principles.

Edge Detector

Original Image

(2) A novel evaluation strategy is devised to quantitatively
evaluate human likeness of sketches.
(3) We demonstrate the effectiveness of sketch generation in
SBIR and show a performance boost when compared with stateof-the-art alternatives.
(4) A new dataset containing 96 object categories and 7680
sketches is released, where each sketch is segmented into semantic parts by human.
2. Related work
2.1. Perceptual grouping
Perceptual grouping is one particular kind of organization
phenomenon. Historically, grouping is stated as the fact that
observers perceive some elements of visual ﬁeld as “going
together” more strongly than others [7]. Wertheimer ﬁrst laid
out the problem of perceptual grouping [8] by asking what
stimulus factors inﬂuence the perceived grouping of discrete
elements. Several work have been triggered since to investigate
the problem of perceptual grouping. To date, many Gestalt
principles, such as proximity, continuity, symmetry, parallelism
and closure [7], have been discovered by researchers, and plenty of
computer vision applications [22–27] rely on these principles to
work. However, the problem of Gestalt conﬂiction, that is how
multiple Gestalt principles work collectively, remains relatively
unaddressed to date. Very few work attempts to investigate this
problem explicitly, however, early evidence [28] suggests that an
effective solution to the problem will likely boost grouping
performance. In fact, recently the problem of Gestalt conﬂiction
is tackled by Nan et al. [29] to simplify architectural drawings with
conjoining Gestalt rules. Although achieving good performance,
the method cannot be directly applied to natural images as it relies
on clear geometric properties that are hard to extract from images.
This paper aims to formulate a general framework to learn the
relative importance of different Gestalt principles explicitly, thus
develop an algorithm to congregate them for sketch generation on
natural images.
2.2. Sketch generation
Sketch generation aims to convert images into human-drawing-like
sketches. Application such as SBIR beneﬁts from better sketches since it
is easier to match two entities from the same domain other than across
domains. Early work on automatic sketching takes a contour detection
and object segmentation approach [21,30,31], which aims to produce
curves that perfectly depict an image, or constitutes global object
proﬁles. Abelaez et al. [30] proposed a general framework to transform
the output of any contour detector into a hierarchical region tree with

Proposed Grouper

Boundary Map

Filter Redundancy

Contour Groups

Sketch

Fig. 1. Overview of sketch generation. Given a real image of ‘butterﬂy’, we ﬁrst extract the corresponding boundary map, then the proposed perceptual grouping framework
is employed to produce contour groups, followed by a ﬁltering procedure to generate a ‘butterﬂy’ sketch consequently.
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Fig. 2. Left to right: visualizations of original image, machine generated sketch, human sketch and their HOG feature descriptors. It shows clearly that the proposed sketch
converter yields cleaner sketch that matches better to the human sketch query when encoded using common descriptor such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG).
(a) Real image, (b) generated sketch, and (c) human sketch.

the intention to generate object contours that are most similar to
human object segmentation. Zhu et al. [21] exploited the inherent
topological 1D structure of salient contours. Grouping is performed by
eigen-decomposition of contour grouping graphs. However, object
contours or proﬁles are fundamentally different from human sketches.
In particular, compared with object contours, human sketches exhibit
higher variances in terms of style, viewpoint and abstraction level.
Importantly, an object contour is often only a subset of human sketch
which typically includes additional details inside the contour.
Recently, Marvaniya et al. [5] proposed to sketch an object
given a set of images of the same object category. The essential
idea behind this work is to discover repeatable salient contours
across the set of images of the same object class. In contrast, our
work only requires a single image to work, making it more
generally applicable. The work by Guo et al. [6] is probably the
most related work to ours and represents the current state-of-theart in sketch generation from a single image. It combines two
generative models learned from natural image statistics, sparse
coding and Markov Random Field, to encode geometric structures
and stochastic textures, respectively. Our study shows that by
exploiting perceptual grouping principles, a much simpler method
can be developed which is able to generate better sketches.
2.3. Sketch-based image retrieval
Query by Visual Example (QVE) has attracted much attentions
in recent years with SBIR being one of the main driving forces.
There are three main reasons behind this: (i) a sketch speaks a
“hundred” of words, which makes it a more efﬁcient and precise

query (e.g., shape, pose, style of a handbag) than a text-based
image retrieval system [4,35], (ii) words are not always the most
convenient way to describe the exact object people want to search,
especially when it comes to ﬁne-grained object details, (iii) the
exploding availability of touch-screen devices that is fast changing
the way how people input search query.
Most prior work on SBIR [33,34,3] primarily operate as follows:
ﬁrst edges are extracted to approximate sketch, then local features
(e.g., HOG) are extracted on the resulting edge maps, ﬁnally
features of a query sketch and the approximated sketches from
natural image are matched using KNN. However, very few work
[32] speciﬁcally study the role of sketch generation to bridge the
semantic gap. In this paper, we demonstrate that our perceptual
grouping based method for sketch generation is more suitable for
SBIR compared to the traditional edge descriptors.

3. A multi-label graph-cuts model for grouping
In this section, a multi-label graph-cuts [18] based model for
perceptual grouping is described which conjoins different Gestalt
principles. In particular, two Gestalt principles, continuity and
proximity, are utilized, however the framework can be extended to
work with more principles. Speciﬁcally, we formulate the problem
of grouping as a min-cut/max-ﬂow optimization problem. We later
show in Section 4 how Gestalt conﬂiction can be learned and
easily embedded into this framework to deal with Gestalt conﬂiction by re-weighting datacost according to the type of Gestalt
principles.
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3.1. Potential groupings
To solve this grouping problem, we need to specify the
relationship between primitives and the possible labels, thus to
compute the data cost item required in the subsequent multi-label
graph-cuts framework. The possible labels are obtained by discovering potential groupings, which are sets of primitives, indicating the possibility to assign a label to one primitive.
In our case, potential groupings are deﬁned by two Gestalt
principles: continuity and proximity. Given a set of primitives, Q,
which consists of n primitives in a sketch, each primitive qi A Q
will in turn serve as one where all other primitives qj A Q are
compared against with. More speciﬁcally, each set of potential
groupings is deﬁned as follows:
Continuity Gestalt is deﬁned by detecting groups which would
form a continuous curve:
Lcon
¼ ⋃fqi ; qj gj fRs fqi ; qj g 4 t s g
i

ð1Þ

where Rs fqi ; qj g indicates the slope trend difference between qi
and qj. Hence the set of continuity groups is the union over all
meta-continuity Gestalt, which can be denoted as:
Lcon ¼ ⋃Lcon
i

ð2Þ

8i

Proximity Gestalt is deﬁned by detecting groups where primitives are close enough to each other:
Lpro
¼ ⋃fqi ; qj gj fRp fqi ; qj g 4 t p g
i

ð3Þ

where Rp fqi ; qj g indicates the spatial distance between qi and qj.
Similarly, the set of proximity groups is deﬁned as
Lpro ¼ ⋃Lpro
i

ð4Þ

8i

where ts and tp in the above equations are ﬁxed thresholds for
determining whether a pair of primitives should be grouped into a
potential group or not when applying one of the two Gestalt
principles as grouping criterion in turn. Given the potential
groupings, it follows that the data cost item can be naturally
obtained, as detailed in the next section.
3.2. Multi-label graph-cuts model
The problem of grouping is formulated as a min-cut/max-ﬂow
optimization problem, where the overall energy function is
deﬁned as
X
X
X
EðLÞ ¼
Dðqi ; LÞ þ
V fqi ;qj g þ
Fl
ð5Þ
qi A Q

fqi ;qj g A N

lAL

where N is the set of pairs of neighboring elements in Q, and
L ¼ fLcon ; Lpro g as deﬁned in Section 3.1. D is the data cost energy, V
is the smoothness cost energy, and F is the label cost energy.
Detailed deﬁnitions for each of these three terms are given as
follows:
Data cost represents the ﬁtness between primitive qi and the
possible assigned label Li. The higher the ﬁtness, the lower the cost
or penalty. More speciﬁcally, continuity and proximity data costs
are deﬁned as follows:
Continuity data cost measured between qi and Lcon
is deﬁned
i
according to the average continuity over all the pairs of primitives:
n
o
X
1
ð6Þ
Dðqi ; Lcon
Rs qi ; qj
con
i Þ ¼ 1%
j Li j q A Lcon
j

Lcon
i

i

where
(i ¼ 1; 2; …; n) is a label, which represents potential
groupings found by continuity principle, j Lcon
i j is the number of
primitives in the potential group Lcon
i . We use one minus the
average continuity value for that, the more the qi ﬁts to continuity,

the lower the penalty. The same reason applies to the deﬁnition of
proximity data cost.
Proximity data cost deﬁned between qi and Lpro
based on the
i
average proximity over all pairs of primitives:
n
o
X
1
ð7Þ
R p qi ; qj
Dðqi ; Lpro
pro
i Þ ¼ 1%
j Li j q A Lpro
j

i

Lpro
i

where
(i ¼ 1; 2; …; n) is a label, representing potential grouping
found by proximity Gestalt principle. j Lpro
i j is the number of pairs
of primitives in this proximity induced grouping.
Smoothness cost deﬁnes the spatial correlation between neighboring elements. Elements with a smaller distance have higher
probability of belonging to the same Gestalt group. Between two
neighboring elements qi and qj, the smoothness energy is deﬁned
by the inverse Euclidean Hausdorff-distance between them, which
is the same as the one used in [29]
V fqi ;qj g ¼ dðqi ; qj Þ % 1

ð8Þ

Label cost penalizes overly complex models and encouraging the
explanation of the input sketch with fewest and cheapest labels.
We deﬁne Fl as a non-negative label cost, which measures the
Gestalt afﬁnity for each speciﬁc Gestalt principle, for label l. More
speciﬁcally, for continuity Gestalt, label cost is measured by the
average continuity between every pair of primitives, i.e.,
X
Fl ¼
Rs fqi ; qj g; l A Lcon
ð9Þ
qi ;qj A l

for proximity Gestalt, label cost is measured by the average
distance between every pair of primitives, i.e.,
X
Rp fqi ; qj g; l A Lpro
ð10Þ
Fl ¼
qi ;qj A l

Upon solving the optimization problem deﬁned in Eq. (5), each
primitive will be assigned with an optimal group label.

4. Learning Gestalt conﬂiction
Given the grouping framework detailed above, in this section,
we aim to introduce a human-annotated sketch dataset containing
7680 sketches in 96 categories, and show how these annotations
can be utilized to learn Gestalt conﬂiction using a learning to rank
strategy. We further demonstrate how the learned conﬂiction
information can be embedded into the general grouping framework laid out in the previous section.
4.1. Dataset
We randomly select 96 object categories (80 sketches per
category, 7680 sketches in total) from a large scale human drawn
sketch dataset [1].1 15 participants (7 male, 8 female) are then
asked to manually label strokes in each sketch into groups of
semantic parts. Essentially, instead of segmenting images into
semantic regions as performed in common segmentation datasets
[30], we produce a sketch segmentation dataset where each
semantic part is assigned a unique label. A subset of annotated
sketches are illustrated in Fig. 3, where semantic parts are colorcoded.
As previously mentioned, having such a dataset is critical to our
ultimate aim of learning from human visual perception. Conceptually, sketches are employed as object depictions in the human
brain. Recent Neuroscience work [3] also indicates that simple,
1
We were not able to work on the full dataset in [1] due to the cost sensitive
nature of the labeling task involved.
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Fig. 3. Example sketches from the human-labeled sketch dataset. All the strokes in each sketch are manually labeled into groups of semantic parts. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

abstracted sketches activate our brain in similar ways to real
stimuli (e.g., natural images). In the next section, we present
how Gestalt conﬂiction can be learned from this dataset.

4.2. Learning to rank for Gestalt untangling
We cast the problem of learning the importance of different
Gestalt principles into a RankSVM [36] model. RankSVM is widely
used in Computer Vision problems such as person re-identiﬁcation
and gait recognition [37]. In our case, every stroke is treated as a
query to retrieve all other strokes in the sketch. Consequently, we
can rank them according to whether the query and every other
primitive belong to the same group – rank 1 is assigned if so, rank
2 otherwise. Essentially, the ranking model is to learn a weighted
distance using the similarity measured by the two Gestalt principles (i.e., continuity and proximity), so that this ranking order is
maintained as much as possible across all training sketches. In this
paper, we use the Matlab implementation of primal RankSVM
supplied by Chapelle [38]. More speciﬁcally, our training set is
composed of in the following:
Set of primitives denoted as Q ¼ fq1 ; q2 ; …; q j Q j g, where j Q j is the
number of primitives in Q. j Q j varies according to the complexity
of the sketch, i.e., more primitives in complex sketches.
Pair of primitives written as ðqi ; qj Þ each represented as a 2dimensional feature vector xðqi ; qj Þ, which indicates the difference
between the pair of primitives. In particular, each dimension in
xðqi ; qj Þ corresponds to a Gestalt principle, i.e., the ﬁrst dimension
of vector xðqi ; qj Þ corresponds to continuity and the second one
corresponds to proximity. xðqi ; qj Þ is deﬁned as
"
#
xðqi ; qj Þcon
xðqi ; qj Þ ¼
xðqi ; qj Þpro
where xðqi ; qj Þcon ¼ Rs fqi ; qj g, xðqi ; qj Þpro ¼ Rp fqi ; qj g, Rs and Rp are
slope trend and geometry distance between the two primitives,

respectively. Therefore, xðqi ; qj Þcon and xðqi ; qj Þpro measure the continuity and proximity between qi and qj, respectively.
Pair relationship: Every single primitive qi is labeled by a relevance
indicator yðqi ; qj Þ which represents its relationship to another
primitive qj. In our case, we deﬁne y with a value 1 when a
primitive qi is grouped together with another primitive qj, and % 1
otherwise. Thus, for primitive qi, all the other primitives are
divided into two sets according to its relevance indicator with qi:
Q ðqi Þ þ ¼ fq1þ ; q2þ ; …; q j Q ðqi Þ þ j g
where yðqi ; qjþ Þ ¼ 1 for all qjþ A Q ðqi Þ þ (j ¼ 1; 2; …; j Q ðqi Þ þ j ), and
j Q ðqi Þ þ j represents the number of elements relevant to qi in the
set, similarly,
Q ðqi Þ % ¼ fq1% ; q2% ; …; q j Q ðqi Þ % j g
where yðqi ; qj% Þ ¼ % 1 for all qj% A Q ðqi Þ % (j ¼ 1; 2; …; j Q ðqi Þ % j ),
and j Q ðqi Þ % j represents the number of elements irrelevant to qi in
the set.
þ
Following the above, positive pairs Q^ ¼ ðqi ; qjþ Þ and relative
%
%
^
negative pairs Q ¼ ðqi ; qj Þ are formed. Accordingly, preference
þ
%
pairs P ¼ ðQ^ ; Q^ Þ are produced. With the constraints P, we can
learn the ranking function, f ðqi ; qj Þ ¼ ωT xðqi ; qj Þ, where ω refers to
a 2-dimensional weight vector indicating the signiﬁcance of each
Gestalt principle.
Speciﬁcally, we obtain ω in the learning function by solving the
following optimization problem:
1
2

ω ¼ argmin j j ω j j 2 þ C
ω

j Pj
X

k¼1

þ
%
lðωT ðQ^ % Q^ ÞÞ

ð11Þ

where k is the index of the preference pairs, j Pj is the total
number of preference pairs used for training, C is a positive
importance weight on the ranking performance and is automatically selected by cross validation on the training set. l is the hinge
loss function.
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Gestalt

Continuity

Proximity

boundary map B from I. Afterwards, the boundary map B is further
transformed to several curve segments Q ¼ fq1 ; q2 ; …; qn g using a
method derived from psychological studies how humans perform
the same task [7,15].

α

0.8525

0.1475

5.2. Unconﬂicted grouping of boundary

Table 1
Inverse importance (α) of Gestalt rules learned by RankSVM. Proximity with the
smallest weight is the dominant principle when conﬂicts with continuity.

Although the efﬁcient primal RankSVM algorithm [38] is
adopted, the amount of training data is still too big to be
computationally tractable. To handle this problem, we subsample from each training data. That is, in each sketch image,
we randomly choose two primitives in every group, and utilize all
selected primitives to form positive pairs and relative negative
pairs. Finally, approximately 7 million preference pairs are formed
for learning the RankSVM model. On a standard Linux server with
CPU@2.53 GHz 12G RAM, the entire training procedure costs
approx. 5 h.
We ﬁnish by converting ω into α by normalizing each dimension of ω to ½0; 1'. It follows that α has two values each
corresponds to one Gestalt principle. α is essentially the inverse
importance of each Gestalt principle. We use α instead of ω to
facilitate later analysis and most importantly enable easy embedding into the grouping framework, as detailed in the next section.
Table 1 shows the learned α value for the two Gestalt principles
studied. Note that smaller value corresponds to higher signiﬁcance. This table shows clearly that proximity is much more
important than continuity. Interestingly, this ﬁnding is in tune
with results from psychology studies [28], which suggests that
humans also rely more on proximity.
4.3. Unconﬂicted grouping
Taking into consideration of the learned Gestalt conﬂiction, the
multi-label graph-cuts model (Section 3) can be further improved.
More speciﬁcally, Eq. (5) is updated as follows:
X
X
X
EðLÞ ¼
αDðqi ; LÞ þ
V fqi ;qj g þ
Fl
ð12Þ
qi A Q

fqi ;qj g A N

lAL

where the only difference between Eq. (5) and Eq. (12) is that data
cost D is re-weighted according to the pre-learned relative
importance of continuity and proximity. Essentially, Gestalt conﬂiction is taken into account for better grouping – the more
important one the Gestalt principle is, the less it contributes to
the overall energy E (the goal is to minimize E). In our case,
according to the learned inverse importance (α) shown in Table 1,
proximity plays a dominant role when it conﬂicts with continuity.
We will demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach
in Section 6.

To ﬁlter away redundancy, we perform the proposed unconﬂicted perceptual grouping framework on curve segments
Q ¼ fq1 ; q2 ; …; qn g, which aims to group the salient curve segments
together, and thus separate them from noise. In particular, by
embedding the learned Gestalt conﬂiction information into the
multi-label graph-cuts model, a better grouping result can be
obtained by considering two Gestalt principles simultaneously, i.e.,
continuity and proximity, to facilitate the following ﬁltering
process. By minimizing the objective function deﬁned in Eq. (12),
the optimal solution L produces a set of curve segments groups
G ¼ fG1 ; G2 ; …; Gm g. Based on the result of boundary grouping, only
groups of salient boundaries are maintained according to a
consequent coarseness analysis procedure.
5.3. Sketching by group-based ﬁltering
Given a set of groups G after boundary grouping, our goal is to
ﬁlter away redundancy to generate human-like sketches. Inspired
by [39] which ﬁnds salient contours by ratio contour that measures gaps, continuation and length among contour segments, we
propose a energy function to analyze the coarseness level of
groups of curve segments. Therefore, only groups with low level
coarseness are maintained as the generated sketch. More speciﬁcally, for a group of boundaries Gi A G, the energy function is
formulated as
P
j hj
hj fcurvratioðhÞ 4tg
R
¼
ð13Þ
EðGi Þ ¼
S
Gi dx

where h indicates the high curvature change points on the curve
segments in group Gi, j hj is the number of these points. S
represents the total length of all curve segments in group Gi. A
threshold is used to determine how many groups should be kept,
and is automatically chosen using cross-validation.
5.4. Complexity analysis

To generate a sketch from a real image, the most time
consuming process by far is boundary grouping. The worst case
time complexity for grouping boundaries by our graph-cuts
algorithm is Oðmn2 Þ where n is the number of nodes and m is
the number of edges in the graph [17]. In practice, the average
time spent for generating a sketch is approx. 11.25 s on a Linux
server with CPU@2.53 GHz 12G RAM.

5. Sketch generation
6. Experiments and analysis
In this section, we introduce how sketches can be generated
from real images using the proposed perceptual grouping framework. There are primarily three stages (Fig. 1) for automatic sketch
generation: (i) extracting boundary map to produce curve segments as grouping primitives, (ii) grouping boundary by the
proposed grouper while accounting for Gestalt conﬂiction, (iii)
ﬁltering away redundancy by coarseness analysis of boundary
groups. Details of each stage are presented as follows.
5.1. Extracting boundary map
Given a real image I, we ﬁrst perform contour extraction using
a state-of-the-art edge detection algorithm [30] to obtain a

We ﬁrst conduct an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of
our proposed grouping framework, especially with and without
the learned Gestalt conﬂiction. Then we demonstrate how humandrawing likeness of machine-generated sketch can be measured
using a novel sketch recognition experiments.
6.1. Unconﬂicted Gestalt grouping
Experimental Settings: A subset of human sketch dataset [1] is
used, which includes 96 categories and 80 sketches in each
category. Half for learning the importance of different Gestalt
principles, and the other half for testing under the grouping
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Fig. 4. Grouping performance comparison over 7680 sketches. The x-axis shows the 96 object categories, and the y-axis shows the average F score obtained by different
methods on each category. It shows clearly that the proposed perceptual grouping method consistently outperforms the others.

evaluation. We run our experiment 10 times by randomly selecting
the set of half sketch images each time, and α shown in Table 1 is
averaged over all 10 trials.
Evaluation metric: F-measure is widely used for evaluation in
the ﬁeld of information retrieval, and it is adopted to evaluate the
grouping performances in our problem. More speciﬁcally, for each
test sketch with n curve segments, the grouping obtained using
our graph-cuts algorithm is represented as an afﬁnity matrix.
Given the ground truth (human grouping result), another afﬁnity
matrix is constructed. Thus we compute the F-measure using these
two matrices to evaluate how well the estimated grouping
matches the ground truth grouping.
We compare the grouping result obtained using our algorithm
with the learned importance weight (GCR) against those by using
the same graph-cuts algorithm but either (1) use an equal weight
to the two principles (GCEW), or (2) use one of the two principles
alone, i.e., continuity (GCC) and proximity (GCP) serving as the
only principle for grouping in turn. The contour grouping results
on each of the 96 categories are reported in Fig. 4. It shows clearly
that over all of the 96 categories, our algorithm with the learned
weighting consistently outperforms the algorithm with equal
weight assigned to the two Gestalt principles. On average, an
increase of 14.57% in the F-measure score is obtained. This result
demonstrates that the learned weighting not only supports the
psychology study ﬁndings, but also has practical use in solving
computer vision problems. Also, we can see that the performance
of our algorithm is better than any Gestalt principle used alone.
And even though naively combining the two Gestalt principles, the
grouping result is still better than using continuity or proximity
alone. Moreover, it is interesting to note that when a single Gestalt
principle is used, continuity is the best option. Our learned
weighting suggests that a larger weight should be given to

proximity if the combination is to yield any improvement on the
grouping performance.
6.2. Measuring human-drawing likeness of sketches
To evaluate the human likeness of our automatically generated
sketches, we design a novel sketch-based object recognition
experiment. The idea is that, human free-hand sketch trained
classiﬁers should be able to recognize machine generated
sketches, therefore quantifying human-likeness.
Training and testing Set: All 250 categories from the large dataset of
human sketches [1] are utilized as the training set. There is a total
of 20,000 sketches used for training, with 80 sketches in each
category. The sketches in the dataset are collections of free-hand
drawn sketches come from many participants. One can argue that
sketches in this dataset capture how human draw sketches in
general due to the size of the dataset and the large number of
object categories. A subset category of Caltech 256 [40] is used for
testing, which also features in the human sketch dataset [1].
Speciﬁcally, there are ﬁfteen categories are randomly selected:
‘airplane’ (80 images), ‘car-tire’ (79 images), ‘elephant’ (73 images),
‘ipod’ (80 images), ‘beer-mug’ (73 images), ‘dog’ (79 images),
‘backpack’ (81 images), ‘t-shirt’ (80 images), ‘binoculars’ (81
images), ‘duck’ (58 images), ‘frying-pan’ (63 images), ‘baseballbat’ (48 images), ‘butterﬂy’ (56 images), ‘mailbox’ (34 images) and
‘teapot’ (80 images). Consequently, it gives a total of 1045 sketches
generated from the 1045 corresponding natural images automatically. These sketches are used as the testing queries in our sketch
recognition experiments.
Training sketch classiﬁer: Following [1], we represent each human
free-hand sketch using Bag-of-Words (BoW) coupled with Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features. Firstly, to achieve scale
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Image

Canny

Pb

PS

Our

Human

Fig. 5. Sketch examples. From left to right: original image, Canny, Pb, primal sketch, our sketch, and human free hand drawn sketch. We can observe that sketches generated
using our methods keep a similar level of details as those from human.

invariant, sketches are all scaled into a 256 ( 256 sketch image,
then we extensively sample patches over it, i.e., 784 patches per
sketch, to extract HOG features. After collecting a large number of
sample patches, they are utilized for building vocabulary by kmeans clustering (k ¼500). The vocabulary is then used for
quantizing features of any new sketch. To learn a SVM classiﬁer
for each category, all the sketches in this category are used as
positive examples and the other categories' sketches as negative
ones. It follows that we can learn a binary SVM classiﬁer with RBF
kernel to make the decision on whether a new sketch belongs to
this category.
Baselines: We compare the recognition performance of our
sketches (Our), against sketches produced by canny edge detector
(Canny), Pb boundary detector (Pb) [30], Primal Sketch (PS) [6].
Among these three alternatives, Canny is a baseline representing
how sketch can be generated by simple edge detection. The Pb
contour detector [38] represents the current state-of-the-arts in
object contour detection. Evaluating this method shows that how
well object contours can be used to approximate object sketches.
PS [6] is the only existing method for automated sketching using a
single natural image.
A few qualitative results are illustrated in Fig. 5. As can be seen,
our machine generated sketches consistently generate better
sketches than alternatives and offer close resemblance to those

Table 2
Rank 10 classiﬁcation rate (%). In general, sketch generated by our method have
better chance to be recognized by classiﬁers over nearly all the categories.
Object

Canny

Pb

PS

Ours

Airplane
Car-tire
Elephant
Ipod
Beer-mug
Dog
Backpack
T-shirt
Binoculars
Duck
Frying-pan
Baseball-bat
Butterﬂy
Mailbox
Teapot

10.00
15.00
0
13.75
15.00
0
0
5.00
6.17
0
0
2.08
0
2.94
0

26.25
23.75
2.50
15.00
35.00
3.75
19.75
26.25
27.16
1.72
28.57
18.75
16.07
5.88
13.75

15.00
8.75
1.25
15.00
15.00
3.75
39.51
23.75
23.46
0
39.68
16.67
10.71
11.76
11.25

26.25
29.25
16.50
15.00
30.25
17.72
43.21
28.75
39.51
5.17
76.19
45.83
26.79
17.65
23.75

Average

4.66

17.61

15.71

29.45

produced by human. Table 2 summarizes quantitative results for
rank-10 classiﬁcation experiments. We can observe that our
sketching method outperforms the alternatives. As expected, the
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result by Canny2 is very poor – without any ﬁltering the detected
edges are too noisy and contain too much unnecessary details to
be useful, which even lead to total failure (0% recognition rate) on
the following categories: ‘elephant’, ‘dog’, ‘backpack’, ‘duck’, ‘frying-pan’, ‘butterﬂy’ and ‘teapot’. Compared to the other two
alternatives, the averaged recognition rate over the ﬁfteen categories using our methods is 29.45%, which offers an approximately
two-fold improvement over state-of-the-art method, i.e., Primal
Sketch (PS) (15.71%), and obviously outperforms Pb with an
improvement of recognition rate of 11.84%. The improvement is
particularly notable for challenging categories such as ‘dog’,
‘elephant’ and ‘duck’ which have greater intra-class variations
than the other categories (e.g., there are far greater number of
different types of ‘dogs’ than ‘ipod’). For example, a ﬁve-fold
increase in classiﬁcation accuracy was obtained on the ‘dog’ class.
On ‘elephant’, the increase becomes more than 10-fold. Similarly,
on ‘duck’, although we just achieved 5.17% classiﬁcation accuracy,
it still outperforms other two alternatives, particularly, PS
gives zero recognition accuracy on this category. It is interesting
that although not designed for sketch-based retrieval applications,
the contour detection method Pb yielded more competitive
results. Nevertheless Table 2 shows that its performance is consistently inferior to ours except on ‘Beer-mug’. An explanation to
this is that, Beer-mugs are relatively simple (object centered with
plain background), making ﬁnal sketches to maintain too few key
curves after the ﬁltering process, hence performing slightly worse
than Pb. We can see from Fig. 5 that in general sketches generated
using our methods keep a similar level of details as those
from human.

7. Sketch-based image retrieval
In this section, we present a novel application of sketch-based
image retrieval (SBIR) which aims to retrieve natural images by a
human drawn sketch query. It is a challenging task because images
contain the same objects, but come from different domains (i.e.,
sketch and real image) produce distinct representations of objects.
Therefore, we deal with this problem by converting real images
into sketch-like images, which makes sketch-based image retrieval
possible (see Fig. 2). More speciﬁcally, Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG) HI is extracted for each machine generated
sketch, and similarly for the query sketch Hs. Upon retrieval,
gallery images are ranked according to histogram distance
dðH s ; H I Þ between every pair of query sketch and real image.
7.1. Dataset
Flickr15k, which is proposed in [4], serves as the benchmark for
our sketch-based image retrieval system. It is currently the largest
and most commonly used benchmark for SBIR. It contains approx.
15k photographs sampled from Flickr and manually labeled into
33 categories, and 330 free-hand drawn sketch queries drawn by
10 non-expert sketchers. In our experiment, we utilize images in
Flickr15k as retrieval candidates, and the 330 sketches without
semantic tags to serve as queries.
7.2. Experimental settings
We compare our proposed sketch-based image retrieval
based on sketch generation (SBIR-SG(non-BoW)) with stateof-the-art non-BoW method, i.e., StructureTensor(non-BoW)
2
The canny generated sketches are produced using default parameters
supplied by MATLAB.

[41], and six other BoW-based methods, i.e., Gradient Field
HOG (GF-HOG) [4] which is the state-of-the-art BoW-based
method, SIFT [42], Self-Similarity (SSIM) [43], Shape Context
[44], HOG [45] and the Structure Tensor [41]. Similar to [4],
(i) for the non-BoW baseline method (i.e., non-BoW StructureTensor), we compute the standard HOG descriptor over all edge
pixels of query sketch and real images to be retrieved, then the
ranking retrieval results are obtained based on the distance
between them; (ii) for the six BoW-based baseline methods, all
of them employ a BoW strategy but with different feature
descriptors, e.g., for the method of GF-HOG, features of GFHOG are extracted over all local pixels of Canny edge map, then
a BoW vocabulary V is formed via k-means, therefore, a
frequency histogram HI is built for representing each real image
by using the previously learned vocabulary V, similarly, a
frequency histogram Hs of the query sketch is constructed by
using the same vocabulary V. In the end, real images are then
ranked according to histogram distance dðH s ; H I Þ.
In addition, because most of the previous work on SBIR rely on
edge detector (e.g., Canny) to work and just focus on the feature
extraction [4,43–45], the problem of how sketch generation effects
retrieval performance has been largely ignored, we further investigate that how different types of sketch generator contribute to
the retrieval performance. In particular, we offer comparison of
four sketch generation techniques, namely Canny, Pb, PS and our
proposed approach.

7.3. Results and discussion
Quantitative and qualitative results are shown in Table 3 and
Fig. 6, respectively. Table 3 reports the Mean Average Precision
(MAP) value, which is produced by averaging the Average
Precision (AP) over all the 330 sketch queries. MAP is computed
by exploiting a widely used implementation for MAP scoring
distributed via the TRECVID benchmark. We can observe from
Table 3 that our proposed SBIR method achieves 0.1659 MAP
score, which outperforms all the baseline methods, in particular, the proposed method offers an over 2-fold improvement
compared to the state-of-the-art non-BoW method (i.e., nonBoW StructureTensor). In addition, Fig. 6 presents several
sketch queries and their retrieval results over Flickr15k dataset.
We can observe that the returned top ranking images correspond closely to the query sketches shape. Although there are
some inaccuracies (e.g., between starﬁsh and sailing boat), the
majority of results are relevant. The reason behind false positive
results returned by our system is that, with only black and
white lines, the shape of the generated sketch is coincidentally
very close to the query sketch. Furthermore, Fig. 7 demonstrates

Table 3
MAP results comparison. Our proposed method outperforms over all competitors
including one state-of-the-art non-BoW method, StructureTensor(non-BoW), and
six other BoW-based methods, GF-HOG, HOG, SIFT, SSIM, ShapeContext and
StructureTensor.
Methods
SBIR-SG(non-BoW)
StructureTensor(non-BoW)
GF-HOG
HOG
SIFT
SSIM
ShapeContext
StructureTensor

Distance measures
2

Chi
Tensor distance
Histogram Intersection
Chi2
Chi2
Chi2
Chi2
Chi2

Vocabulary size

MAP

—
—
3500
3000
1000
500
3500
500

0.1659
0.0735
0.1222
0.1093
0.0911
0.0957
0.0814
0.0798
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Fig. 6. Example query sketch, and their top ranking results (ranking from left to right) over the Flick15K dataset. Red boxes show the returned irrelevant results. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

the retrieval performance comparison when different types of
sketch generator are utilized in the same SBIR system. It clearly
shows that our proposed sketch generator superior than the

other competitors over all the 10 groups of sketch query sketch,
and it is predictable that Canny perform the worst due to the
over-complex generated sketch.
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MAP score using different type of sketch

0.2

MAP score

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08

1
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7

8

9

10

Groups of query sketch
Fig. 7. MAP performance comparison of our generated sketch, Primal sketch (PS),
Pb and Canny. From top to bottom: Our, PS, Pb and Canny. It clearly shows that our
proposed sketch generator superior than the other competitors over all the 10
groups of sketch query sketch, and it is predictable that Canny perform the worst
due to the over-complex generated sketch.

8. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented a novel approach for automatic
sketch generation from a single natural image. We casted sketch
extraction into a perceptual contour grouping and ﬁltering problem, and by exploiting two commonly used perceptual grouping
principles, i.e., continuity and proximity, we were able to develop
an effective automated sketching algorithm to simulate how
human draw objects. Furthermore, we were able to show that
grouping performance could be improved by investigating the
relative importance of diverse Gestalt principles. In doing so, a
new dataset with human annotations was proposed which makes
possible to learn Gestalt conﬂiction. A sketch-based object recognition experiment conﬁrmed the effectiveness of the sketch
generation algorithm. Finally, a simple and novel sketch-based
image retrieval application was introduced which validated the
effectiveness of automatic sketch generation for sketch-based
image retrieval.
While the ultimate goal of this work is to generate sketches
with the same drawing style as humans, current results still do not
closely resemble human. In future work, we intend to design a
learning strategy to map realistic edges to impressionistic lines as
those drawn by humans to solve this problem.
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